2011 Charleston Conference Sponsors

THANK YOU!  MERCI!  DANKE!  EFHARISTO POLI!

Conducting a Conference takes a lot of dedication, time, and assistance from a lot of people. It also takes money. The Charleston Conference would like to THANK the following companies that made generous contributions to the 31st Anniversary of the Charleston Conference. Please thank their representatives when you see them!

DIAMOND SPONSORS

ProQuest offers unique resources with relevant, authoritative content, innovative tools, and support for librarians to influence, guide, and manage successful research and learning for life. This energetic, fast-growing organization includes Bowker, Dialog, ebrary, RefWorks-COS, and Serials Solutions.

Contact Information:

John Baudassi, Senior Field Account Executive
Voice: 800-521-0800
Fax: 734-997-4224
Email: john.baudassi@proquest.com

Kim Robinson, Director of Regional Sales
Voice: 770-995-7729
Fax 770-997-4224
Email: kim.robinson@proquest.com

Toward our vision of promoting information literacy and research effectiveness Credo partners with librarians and publishers to provide a discoverable and compelling online reference service that learners and researchers of all types cannot do without.

Contact Information:

Heather Blaine, Director of Marketing
heather.blaine@credoreference.com
http://corp.credoreference.com
617.292.6118 (direct)
877.426.5202 x118 (toll-free)
617.426.3103 (fax)
GOLD SPONSORS

Elsevier
Elsevier is a world-leading publisher of STM information products and services, including more than 2,000 journals. Elsevier’s online solutions include SciVerse, a groundbreaking platform which integrates ScienceDirect, Scopus and targeted Web content, with community developed applications.

Contact Information:
Tel: + 1 888 615 4500
usainfo@elsevier.com
www.elsevier.com
360 Park Ave South
New York, NY 10010

SAGE
SAGE is a leading international publisher of journals, books, and electronic media for academic, educational, and professional markets. Visit us at www.sagepub.com.

Contact Information:
SAGE
2455 Teller Road
Thousand Oaks, CA 91320
www.sagepub.com
1-800-818-7243

Wiley Blackwell
Wiley Online Library hosts the world's broadest and deepest multidisciplinary collection of online resources covering life, health and physical sciences, social science, and the humanities.

Contact Information:
wileyonlinelibrary.com
libraryinfo@wiley.com
1 800 835 6770 (toll-free)
1 781 388 8598 (outside USA)
SILVER SPONSORS

**Adam Matthew Education**

Adam Matthew Education works with leading libraries and archives around the world to produce creative and powerful research and teaching resources.

**Contact Information:**
321 N. Clark St. 5th Floor
Chicago IL, 60654 USA

Email: info@amedu.com
Tel: +1 (312) 445-6290

**Cambridge University Press**

Cambridge University Press publishes a suite of dynamic and innovative online products and eBooks which users a new dimension of access and usability to our extensive scholarly and educational content.

**Contact Information:**
Erin Igoe
Library Sales and Marketing Manager
Cambridge University Press
eigo@cambridge.org
32 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10013
212-337-5955

**CHOICE**

The leading academic review journal, CHOICE is best known for its print and electronic publications, CHOICE Magazine and Choice Reviews Online (www.cro2.org).

**Contact Information:**
CHOICE Magazine
575 Main Street, Suite 300
Middletown, CT 06457
860-347-6933
Fax: 860-346-8586
www.ala.org/acrl/choice
SILVER SPONSORS CONTINUED

Cross Ref

CrossRef (www.crossref.org) is a not-for-profit association of publishers that provides reference linking. CrossMark (http://www.crossref.org/crossmark.html), a forthcoming service, will help researchers evaluate the trustworthiness of scholarly content.

Contact Information:
40 Salem Street
Lynnfield, MA 01940
Telephone: +1-781-295-0072
Fax: +1-781-295-0077
www.crossref.org
info@crossref.org

ebrary

ebrary, a member of the ProQuest family of companies, offers 273,000+ e-books from over 500 trusted publishers under flexible models including subscription, perpetual archive, patron driven acquisition, and short-term loans – now with both on and offline access. As YBP’s preferred e-book partner, ebrary offers power research tools including InfoTools™ and is the only e-book provider that enables libraries to upload and integrate digital content with DASH!™ (Data, Sharing Fast).

Contact Information:
ebrary
318 Cambridge Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94306
USA
Tel: +1-650-475-8700
Sales: +1-866-4-EBRARY
Fax: +1-650-475-8881
www.ebrary.com
sales@ebrary.com

EBSCO

EBSCO creates discovery and management Web-based tools that offer state-of-the art integration to help libraries streamline workflows and enhance their users’ research experience.

Contact Information:
Rossi Morris
Media Relations Coordinator
EBSCO
P: 205-980-3885
rmorris@ebsco.com
SILVER SPONSORS CONTINUED

Emerald

Emerald is one of the world’s principal independent internationally recognised publishers and the world’s leading specialist publisher of high quality business and management research. In 2010 Emerald is represented in 11 countries, including Australia, the USA, Canada, China, Malaysia, Japan and India.

Contact Information:
Emerald Group Publishing, Inc.
617-945-9130
emerald@emeraldinsight.com
www.emeraldinsight.com

IGI Global

IGI Global is an international publishing company specializing in applied research publications and databases on all aspects of information science & technology utilization, innovation, and management.

Contact Information:
IGI Global
701 East Chocolate Avenue
Hershey, Pennsylvania 17033-1240
E-mail address: eresources@igi-global.com
Phone Number: 717-533-8845 ext. 100

Index Data

Index Data is a software development enterprise specializing in distributed, high-performance information retrieval technologies. We excel in solving the most challenging problems in this space.

Contact Information:
Index Data, LLC
8 Faneuil Hall Marketplace
3rd floor
Boston, MA 02109
info@indexdata.com
www.indexdata.com
**SILVER SPONSORS CONTINUED**

**JAMA & Archives**

JAMA & Archives Journals cover the latest developments in clinical medicine. These peer-reviewed journals are available in print, online, or through a company-wide license offering advantages to librarians and end users.

**Contact Information:**
JAMA & Archives Journals
American Medical Association
515 N. State St.
Chicago, IL 60654

**New England Journal of Medicine**

The NEJM Site License program offers unprecedented access to the New England Journal of Medicine; full-text content back to 1990, PDF format, multimedia, and online-only content. Also available now is the NEJM Archive 1812-1989.

**Contact Information:**
Institutional Sales and Service
860 Winter Street
Waltham, MA 02451

**Silverchair**

Silverchair Information Systems develops products by partnering with publishers to transform content for a more valuable user experience- supported by a natively semantic platform and dedication to service.

**Contact Information:**
Silverchair Information Systems
316 E. Main Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
SILVER SPONSORS CONTINUED

Springer

Springer publishes more than 2,000 journals and 6,500 books each year, in addition to offering an array of online services including SpringerLink, SpringerImages, and SpringerReference.

Contact Information:
Jennifer Kemp
Springer
eProduct Manager, eBooks
233 Spring St | NY, NY 10013 USA
tel +1 212.460.1657
Jennifer.Kemp@Springer.com

Taylor & Francis


Contact Information:
Visit www.tandfonline.com

YBP

YBP is a supplier of electronic and print monographs, collection management and technical service solutions to research libraries and consortia. YBP offers rapid fulfillment, extensive title inventory, and GOBI, the premier bibliographic information database for managing print and electronic acquisitions.

Contact Information:
Mark Kendall, Sr. VP of Sales
mkendall@ybp.com
603-746-3102 ext. 319
BRONZE SPONSORS

Alexander Street Press

Alexander Street Press combines the skills of traditional publishing, librarianship, and software development to create semantically indexed, electronic collections with a reputation for quality content, ease of use, and uniquely powerful search capabilities.

Company Info
Alexander Street Press
3212 Duke Street
Alexandria, VA 22314

http://alexanderstreet.com/
sales@alexanderstreet.com

IOP Publishing

IOP Publishing, a proud sponsor of the Charleston Conference, is a world leader in scientific publishing and the electronic dissemination of peer-reviewed research.

Contact Information:
IOP Publishing, Inc.,
150 S. Independence Mall W.
Philadelphia, PA 19106

Phone: 215-627-0880
Fax: 215-627-0879
Email: info@ioppubusa.com
Website: ioppublishing.org
PEWTER SPONSORS

American Institute of Physics (AIP)

Dedicated to the advancement of physics, AIP serves a federation of physical science societies, and provides leadership through its own programs and publications.

Contact Information:
Suite 1NO1
2 Huntington Quadrangle
Melville, New York 11747

McFarland

McFarland is a leading independent publisher of academic and nonfiction books. McFarland is especially known for covering topics of popular appeal in a serious and scholarly fashion, and for going to great lengths to manufacture books to the highest standards and library specs.

Contact Information:
Rhonda Herman
Box 611
Jefferson NC 28640

Midwest Library Service

Midwest Library Service provides books, technical processing, and collection development services including firm order, approval plan, out-of-print, and standing order programs to academic, public, and special libraries. InterACQ is Midwest’s Web-based acquisitions management and collection development system. Midwest is a WorldCat Cataloging Partner and participates in the WorldCat Selection Service Program.

Corporate Contact Information:
Midwest Library Service
11443 St. Charles Rock Rd
Bridgeton, MO 63044-2789
(800) 325-8833
www.midwestls.com
mail@midwestls.com

Jay Askuvich
General Sales Manager
11443 St. Charles Rock Rd
Bridgeton, MO 63044-2789
Voice: (800) 325-8833
Fax: (800) 962-1009
Email: askuvich@midwestls.com
PEWTER SPONSORS, CONTINUED

**Nature Publishing Group**

Nature Publishing Group (NPG) is a publisher of high impact scientific and medical information in print and online, spanning the life, physical and chemical sciences and clinical medicine.

**Contact information:**
institutions@us.nature.com
1-800-221-2123
www.nature.com/libraries

**Swets**

Swets is the world's leading subscription and e-products services company with a focus on a simple, easy to understand user experience. Also, SWETS is the only Subscription services company that is ISO 9001:2008 globally certified.

**Contact Information:**
Catherine Garcia Cardona, MBA
Marketing and Sales - Americas
SWETS Information Services
ccardona@us.swets.com

160 Ninth Avenue
Runnemed, NJ 08078
P: 856-312-2268
F: 856-632-7268